By a filtration fj of a module EE 9H we mean a finite chain of submodules of E. A prime-filtration SF is one whose factors Ei+i/Ei are copies of R/p for various prime ideals p, that is, every Ei+i/Ei is cyclic with prime annihilator. It is well known [3] that every module has a prime-filtration.
Let 5 be a prime-filtration, p a fixed prime ideal. We denote by wp(SF) the number of times that a factor isomorphic to R/p is associated with SF.
Let CiR) denote the free abelian group generated by the distinct prime ideals p of R, that is the group of all cycles of R [7] . The generators will be denoted (p). Consider sums of the following form: E (»p(*) -np(5'))(p) p where SF and SF' are two arbitrary prime-filtrations of a given module E. Denote by 5 the subgroup of C(R) generated by all such sums.
Lemma. K(R)^C(R)/S. Then 22pnP(5')(p)+22pnP(Z")(P)=2ZPnP(Zi)(P)= L"^?)^)-Thus the above map is an Euler-Poincare map which factors through the universal map 9TC->K(R).
Hence we have a map K(R)-+C(R)/S which is the inverse of C(R)/S-*K(R)->0 and the lemma is established.
Schreier's theorem [6, p. 103 ] may be extended to the following Proposition. Let EF and EF' be two prime-filtrations of E. Then there are two prime-filtrations g ciwci g' which are equivalent refinements of EF and EF' respectively.
Proof. By Schreier's theorem we can find two equivalent refinements 3C and 3C' which are ordinary filtrations. Take a fixed primefiltration of a given factor of 3C and the same prime-filtration of the factor of 3C' corresponding to it under the equivalence. These primefiltrations of the factors of SC and 3C' induce prime-filtrations g and g' of E which are equivalent refinements of J5C and 3C' and hence of EF and EF' respectively. Throughout this paper we will be interested in modules of the form R/(p, x) where (p, x) is an ideal generated by a prime ideal p and an element x$p.
in K(R), since a cyclic submodule of R/p is isomorphic to R/p because p is prime. The following is an important fact about such modules.
Theorem.
Let g and EF be two prime-filtrations of a module E such that g is a refinement of EF. Then for all primes p np(Q) = wp(EF) + E np(SQ) rcea where A is a finite family of prime-filtrations of modules of the form R/(q, x) for various primes q and elements x£g. The primes q contain the annihilator of E.
Proof. Let FiESF. Then P, = Gy£g since g is a refinement of EF.
Fi+x/Fi is isomorphic to R/q for some q containing the annihilator of E. Since Gy+iCF<+i and Gy+i/Gy = Gj+x/Fi is cyclic, we have that Gj+x/Gj is a cyclic submodule of Fi+x/Fi and hence Gj+x/Gj^(q, x)/q =R/q for the same q and some x(£q. Thus Fi+x/Gj+x=R/(q, x). Now 9 induces on 77+i/Gy+i a prime-filtration 3C. Let fi be the family of such nitrations for every factor of SF. The equation then follows. Let 5 be the subgroup defined in the lemma. Since for any q, xG<Z> it follows that [R/iq, x)] = 0EKiR), we have, for any prime-filtration 3C of R/iq, x), that Ep nPiX)(p)ES. Conversely we have the following corollary. Corollary 1. S is generated by elements of the form Ep np(^)(P), where 3C is some filtration of R/iq, x) for some q and x(£q.
Proof. Let SF and SF' be two prime-filtrations of a module E. Let Q and 9' be equivalent refinements which are prime-filtrations.
Then
Since wp(g) =wp(g') we have that EfapW -np(^'))(P) 1S a sum °f things of the form ^2P nPiSC)(p). Q.E.D.
Corollary 2. For each q, x(£<Z choose a particular prime-filtration SF of R/iq, x). Then S is generated by sums Ep np($){p) quantifying only over q and x(£q.
Proof. Suppose not. Let S' he generated by such sums quantifying only over q and xG<Z-Let q he maximal among the set of primes such that there exists an xG? and a filtration SF' of R/iq, x) witĥ 2P nPi$')(p) not in S'. Let SF be the filtration chosen for this q and x in the statement of the Corollary. Let g and g' be equivalent prime refinements of SF and SF' respectively. Then
Wp(SF') = »P(SF) + «p(g') -wp(g) + E «p(3C) -E »p(3E'),
where each member of fi and fi' is a prime-filtration of a module R/iq', x') with q' a prime ideal containing (3, x) . Summing over p we have that Ep np(3')(P) 1S a sum of things in S', contradiction.
A few obvious remarks enable us to reduce the set of generators of 5 still further. Certainly we need quantify only over nonzero cosets mod q instead of elements xG<Z-Also we really need quantify only over cosets mod q which are irreducible elements of the domain R/q. We give an application of Corollary 2 (see [4] ). Let R be a dimension two local U.F.D. with the property that A/(x, y) has even length for every P-sequence x, y contained in the maximal ideal M, and such that there exists one such of length 2. Then K(R)^Z@Z2.
The generators of C(R) are ((0)), (M) and various ((p)) for principal primes (p). It is easy to see from Corollary 2 that 5 is generated by things of the form ((p)), taking the trivial filtration of P/(0, p) =R/(p); and nM(^)(M) for filtrations of modules of the form R/(p, x), p\x. nM is always even and at least once 2 by hypothesis. Q.E.D.
We now give a proof of a theorem of R. G. Swan (unpublished) related to Grothendieck's theorem [l], [2] . Proposition 8, of [2] , is expressed in terms of varieties and induction on dimension is used. Thus it covers the theorem below only in case R has finite Krull dimension. Swan observed that this assumption could be dispensed with and the proof given here is perhaps the simplest proof of that fact. We note that the group K(R) in this paper is not K"(R) as defined in [l] unless R is regular. In that paper only the category of projectives is considered. If R is regular of course K(R) is naturally isomorphic to K°(R).
Theorem.
Let Rbe a ring (commutative, noetherian with unit). Then 
